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Robot-As-A-Sensor: Forming a Sensing Network
with Robots for Underground Mining Missions

Xiaoyu Ai, Chengpei Xu, Binghao Li, Senior Member, IEEE, and Feng Xia, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Nowadays, robots are deployed as mobile platforms
equipped with sensing, communication and computing capa-
bilities, especially in the mining industry, where they perform
tasks in hazardous and repetitive environments. Despite their
potential, individual robots face significant limitations when
completing complex tasks that require the collaboration of
multiple robots. This collaboration requires a robust wireless
network to ensure operational efficiency and reliability. This
paper introduces the concept of “Robot-As-A-Sensor” (RAAS),
which treats the robots as mobile sensors within structures
similar to Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). We later identify
specific challenges in integrating RAAS technology and propose
technological advancements to address these challenges. Finally,
we provide an outlook about the technologies that can contribute
to realising RAAS, suggesting that this approach could catalyse
a shift towards safer, more intelligent, and sustainable industry
practices. We believe that this innovative RAAS framework could
significantly transform industries requiring advanced technolog-
ical integration.

Index Terms—Multimodal Integration Through Development,
Wireless Sensor Networks, Internet of Things, Edge Computing,
Integrated Sensing and Communications

I. INTRODUCTION

THE fifth industrial revolution, as known as Industry 5.0,
represents the current trends of advanced manufacturing

technologies [1]. The pathway towards Industry 5.0 requires
advanced networking, collaborative work of robots, intelligent
systems, and a greater emphasis on sustainability and re-
silience [2]. This revolution aims to increase the efficiency and
productivity of the overall manufacturing process and foster
a more automated, safe and sustainable working environment
for the workers and the surroundings [3]. The mining industry,
serving as a critical supplier of raw materials like metals and
coal, plays a pivotal role in manufacturing, energy produc-
tion, construction and many other industry sectors. Therefore,
upgrading the mining industry to meet the requirements of In-
dustry 5.0 will be a significant shift in how mining operations
are conducted, leveraging digital and autonomous technologies
to enhance efficiency, safety, and environmental sustainability
— eventually entering the era of Mining 5.0 [4].

Robots equipped with multiple sensors can play a critical
role in the evolution towards Mining 5.0 by obtaining vision-
based data from cameras or Light Detection And Ranging
(LiDAR) under normal and hazardous environments [5]. These
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vision-based data can be further processed to extract infor-
mation on the particular interests of the end users, such as
texts, features and specific objects [5]–[7]. Alternatively, post-
sensing algorithms can be applied to serve the same purpose
by extracting the semantic information from the acquired
multimedia data [8]–[10]. These robots also utilise a range of
non-vision-based sensors, such as infrared, ultrasonic, Inertial
Measurement Units (IMUs) and wireless signal properties, to
autonomously navigate and conduct operations in underground
or open-pit mines and enhance safety and operational decision-
making [11]–[14]. They are integral in automating complex
tasks like drilling, excavation, and hauling, thereby reducing
human involvement and improving productivity and safety.
The integration of various sensors allows these robots to
collect comprehensive data, supporting better decision-making
and increasing the efficiency of mining operations.

Within the framework of a wireless network, a robot
equipped with multiple sensors exemplifies a mobile, inte-
grated sensing unit. These robots collect data and are tasked
with disseminating this information to adjacent units of a
similar nature or transmitting it back to the backhaul network
for more in-depth analysis. This is precisely the role fulfilled
by Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs are essentially
networks of spatially distributed autonomous sensors that are
tasked with monitoring various physical or environmental
conditions, such as temperature, sound, and pressure. These
sensors work collaboratively to route the collected data back
to a central location through the network.

Initially conceived for military applications, particularly for
battlefield surveillance, the use of WSNs has significantly
broadened to encompass a diverse range of industrial and
civilian domains. These include industrial process monitoring
and control, which ensures the efficiency and safety of manu-
facturing operations; machine health monitoring, which helps
in the early detection of equipment failures; environmental
and habitat monitoring, which aids in the conservation of
ecosystems; healthcare applications, which enhance patient
care through continuous monitoring; home automation, which
increases home security and energy efficiency; and traffic
control, which improves vehicle flow and reduces congestion
[15].

A local network is essential if robots are to perform increas-
ingly automated and complex tasks collaboratively in hostile
environments. This becomes particularly crucial for missions
in underground mines. In such settings, a local network allows
robots equipped with diverse sensors to communicate and
share data seamlessly, regardless of the availability of high-
bandwidth network infrastructure. This connectivity is vital for
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coordinating tasks, sharing sensory inputs, and making real-
time collective decisions. However, it is important to note that
there are significant differences between a conventional WSN
and the desired network in this context:

a) Scalability: The desired network needs scalable tech-
nologies like Long-Range (LoRa) and Bluetooth to incorporate
physical layer communications with various data rates com-
plemented by algorithms for real-time network optimisation
and predictive maintenance.

b) Mobility: The desired network should be capable of
managing the roaming within the network with a minimised
overhead to accommodate the random movements of the
individual robots and reliance on single-path routing.

c) Communication Coverage: The desired network
should achieve effective communication coverage in mines and
requires strategically placed gateways and mesh networking
due to the limited backhaul access to the surface.

d) Communication Latency: The desired network should
also manage the latency of different types of acquired data,
such as multimedia and telegraphic data.

The challenges outlined above underscore the critical ne-
cessity for pioneering approaches to network design and man-
agement, especially in the context of deploying robots within
the intricate and unpredictable settings of underground mines.
Addressing these challenges demands innovative strategies that
can adapt to the unique demands posed by such environments.
In our forthcoming exploration, we aim to propose the con-
cept of a network named “Robot-As-A-Sensor” (RAAS). The
envisioned RAAS network is engineered to facilitate seamless
collaboration among these sensor-laden robots, primarily rely-
ing on localised communications. Our investigation will delve
into the intricacies of crafting such a network infrastructure to
meet the stringent demands of underground mining operations.
Furthermore, we will embark on an extensive examination
to identify and evaluate the array of technologies that hold
promise in actualising the envisioned RAAS network. By
scrutinising the landscape of available technologies, we seek
to ascertain the most viable solutions capable of furnishing the
requisite functionality and robustness demanded by the RAAS
network. Below, we provide a structured outline of this paper.

• Section II will review the current progress of critical
technologies that will be adopted in this RAAS network
and demonstrate their technological benefits of using
these technologies.

• Section III will formally present the concept of the RAAS
network and how this network will contribute to Mining
5.0.

• Sections IV and V will analyse the challenges of realising
the RAAS network and provide technical outlooks on
the technologies that can contribute to realising a RAAS
network.

II. REVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRESS

A. Review of Sensing Technologies

Sensing stands as one of the foundational technologies
underpinning the efficacy of the RAAS network. Within
this network, the sensing units seamlessly integrated into

the robots serve as the linchpin for both communication
and local processing functionalities. The versatility of these
sensing units manifests in their adaptability to diverse task
requirements, thereby endowing the RAAS network with
the flexibility needed to complete the assigned tasks during
underground mining operations. These sensing units can be
broadly classified into two categories: vision-based and non-
vision-based sensing. Vision-based sensors leverage sophis-
ticated imaging technologies to capture and interpret visual
data, thereby enabling robots to discern their surroundings via
optical signals. Conversely, non-vision-based sensing includes
but not limited to acoustic, thermal, proximity, and chemical
sensors. By harnessing these disparate sensing modalities,
robots within the RAAS network can gather a comprehensive
spectrum of environmental data, facilitating robust decision-
making processes and enhancing overall operational efficiency.
Consequently, the selection and integration of sensing units
tailored to the specific demands of underground mining tasks
are pivotal in realizing the full potential of the RAAS network.

Vision-based sensing uses cameras to capture multimedia
data for the next processing stage. The cameras can even
be equipped with special filters to collect optical data at
different wavelengths, from infrared and visible light to ul-
traviolet. For example, in [16], a vision-based sensing system
named “Guidance” was introduced. This system incorporates
multiple stereo-sensing units to support basic visual tasks
vital for robotic operation. It features built-in functions like
a visual odometer for tracking the robot’s movement, obstacle
avoidance, and depth perception. This functionality is crucial
for tasks that require precise navigation and environmen-
tal interaction. Vision-based sensing is also widely used in
the mining industry. In [17], robots equipped with infrared
cameras are used to inspect belt conveyors in underground
mines. These robots can detect overheated idlers and other
potential mechanical failures, ensuring timely maintenance and
reducing downtime. Such applications increase the efficiency
of mining operations and enhance worker safety by minimising
the need for human presence in dangerous areas. Besides
using cameras to obtain visual data, LiDAR-based sensing
technologies are also increasingly being utilised in the mining
industry for various applications, from mineral exploration to
mine closure and environmental monitoring. In [18], multi-
sensor wheeled robots are calibrated to inspect and create
detailed 3D maps of underground mining tunnels, utilizing an
array of sensors, including cameras and LiDARs. These maps
are crucial for planning and risk management, allowing for
better preparedness against potential mining hazards.

Non-vision-based sensing is supplementary to vision-based
sensing with its additional features. In [19], the development
and implementation of an innovative automatic robotic scan-
ning and inspection system specifically tailored for detecting
carbon monoxide levels was reported, which aimed to enhance
worker safety. As a valuable sensing technology, non-vision-
based sensors can be a supplement to vision-based sensing
in the context of multi-modal sensing. In [20], a multi-modal
robotic sensing system featuring an all-printed soft electronic
skin-based human-machine interface was presented. This ad-
vanced platform is designed for robots to make autonomous
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decisions. The technology can detect various hazardous mate-
rials, including explosives. Machine learning algorithms were
applied to decode signals and remotely control the robot,
enhancing safety and functionality in extreme or contaminated
environments.

In the view of communication networks, the key difference
between vision-based and non-vision-based sensing is the
demanded communication bandwidth to transmit and receive
the obtained data. Data obtained from vision-based sensing is
generally large (typically larger than several kilobytes) com-
pared to non-vision-based sensing (typically several bytes).
Simply using high-capacity communication technologies such
as 5G cellular networks, which are the best solution, is only
viable on the surface but not underground (Using cellular
networks in underground mines is hindered by poor signal
penetration due to the dense surrounding materials and rocks
that weaken and even block radio frequency signals [21].
Moreover, the complex and varied mine layouts require cus-
tomised network designs far different from standard above-
ground cellular networks, making standard deployment diffi-
cult and requiring innovative solutions tailored for the unique
underground conditions [22]). Therefore, the communication
network should effectively accommodate the communication
requirements of both sensing technologies. In the next sub-
section, we will introduce the state-of-the-art WSNs and how
they can contribute to RAAS networks.

B. Review of Wireless Sensing Networks

As another fundamental technology in RAAS, WSNs are
specifically designed to communicate sequential telegraphic
data generated by sensors and offer several advantages for
industrial applications and RAAS over Wi-Fi and cellular
networks. WSNs are notably flexible and scalable, allowing
for deployment in various environments. They can be ex-
panded with minimal disruption and at minimal additional
cost, facilitating the scaling of operations as needed [23].
Besides, WSNs are designed to be energy-efficient, consuming
minimal power [24] for both transmission and receiving.
This makes them especially suitable for long-term monitoring
tasks where sensors may rely on battery power or renewable
energy sources, thus contributing to energy conservation. In
realistic applications, WSNs are generally combined with
the concept of meshed networks due to the large amount
devices included in their operation area. A Meshed WSN
is especially well-suited for sensor deployments that require
flexibility and scalability. The interconnected devices can
automatically establish and maintain mesh connectivity among
themselves, thus providing multiple paths for data transmission
to enhance the network’s reliability. In [25], meshed WSNs
facilitate real-time monitoring of environmental conditions and
structural integrity within mines. Systems like Structure-Aware
Self-Adaptive WSN systems utilise mesh networks to detect
changes in mine structures, potentially preventing collapses by
providing early warnings. In [26], effective communication
systems were tested to ensure functionality under the strain
of additional nodes and environmental challenges typical to
underground settings. In [27], a wireless information and

safety system using ZigBee-compliant active radio frequency
identification (RFID) devices to form an IEEE 802.15.4-based
mesh network was reported. This network is designed to lo-
cate, trace, and manage mobile assets and people and monitor
different environmental conditions using sensors, providing
crucial data for enhancing safety and operational efficiency
in mines.

In the application of meshed WSNs underground, it is
noted that devices can only be deployed alongside tunnels,
and the transmission of radio signals is largely limited within
tunnel spaces. Therefore, the sensor data are concentrated on
some particular devices and propagate through the tunnel like
a linearly connected network. In [28], a network utilising
LoRa technology to establish WSNs arranged in a linear
topology that is largely aligned with the tunnels, rather than
the more common star topology of LoRaWAN, was reported.
The linear network topology is particularly useful in scenarios
where end-to-end communication needs to be relayed from
outside the range of backhaul access, such as underground
mining, remote monitoring of pipelines, or along borders
and transportation routes. Key challenges in deploying LoRa-
based linear networks include managing interference, ensur-
ing reliable message forwarding across multiple relays, and
optimising energy consumption and network lifespan. Various
studies have explored these aspects, proposing solutions like
gossip routing for efficient message propagation and energy-
saving techniques to enhance the adaptability and robustness
of these networks.

III. ROBOT-AS-A-SENSOR

The utilisation of robots equipped with an array of sensors
has witnessed a notable surge within the mining industry,
catalysing advancements in routine operations and handling
hazardous environments. Yet, as the complexity of tasks esca-
lates, a pressing need arises to fortify the existing infrastructure
with a robust and efficient communication network. This
imperative stems from the exigency to foster seamless data ex-
change among individual robots, facilitating real-time collab-
orative decision-making processes. Moreover, the dynamism
inherent to mining environments necessitates the implemen-
tation of adaptive mechanisms wherein instructions issued
to each robot can autonomously re-calibrate in response to
shifting conditions. Consequently, conceptualising a dedicated
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) tailored specifically for these
sensor-laden robots emerges as a pragmatic approach from a
network engineering standpoint. This concept, the “Robot-As-
A-Sensor” network, treats the robots as autonomous entities
and integral components endowed with multifaceted sensing
capabilities. By recognising the robots as active participants
within the sensor network ecosystem, the RAAS paradigm
transcends conventional notions of robot deployment, ushering
in a paradigm shift characterised by enhanced coordination
and adaptability. The RAAS network embodies a symbiotic
fusion of robotics and wireless sensor technologies, emblem-
atic of a paradigmatic leap towards realising autonomous and
intelligent mining operations.

In Fig. 1, portable RAAS members are deployed within
the challenging environment of an underground mine site.
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Fig. 1. A graphical illustration of Robot-As-A-Sensor for underground mine sites. The dashed lines indicate the paths and patterns that the robots follow
during inspections. In a dynamic environment, robots can adapt these paths based on real-time data collected from other robots or their own sensors in the
operation area. The solid arrows represent the high bandwidth communication channels established between the robots, which can be used for transmitting
multimedia data. The dotted arrows represent low-bandwidth communications that might be used for telegraphing sensor data and/or control signals. The green
shaded area depicts the area where the backhaul network is accessible. Warnings for Hazards and Sources of Hazards Critical for automated inspections in
potentially hazardous environments. Robots can detect and communicate hazards to each other, enhancing situational awareness and safety.

Their the movements are along predefined paths but the paths
can be adapted based on real-time sensory data from other
robots or their own sensors. A crucial aspect highlighted in
Fig. 1 is the two-way communication capability of the RAAS
network. It distinguishes between high-bandwidth communi-
cation channels, used for transmitting multimedia data, and
low-bandwidth channels, typically utilised for sensor data or
control signals. This communication infrastructure allows for
seamless data exchange between robots and with the broader
backhaul network. Fig. 1 also demonstrates the importance
of detecting and communicating hazards within the mine
environment. Robots can identify potential hazards based on
their sensor data and share this information with each other,
enhancing overall situational awareness and operational safety.
Overall, the RAAS network demonstrates the versatility and
resilience of robotic networks in dynamic and hazardous
environments, which will improve both safety and operational
efficiency in underground mining operations.

Readers may find that the illustration in Fig. 1 shares a
similar illustration of a typical WSN. However, we note that
there are three major differences between a RAAS network
and a typical WSN:

1). Most WSNs assume that the end devices within a WSN

have less mobility - the devices are either at a fixed location
or move slowly around the sinking device node (A sinking
node in a WSN refers to a device node that collects data
transmitted from various sensor nodes distributed throughout
the network. This node usually aggregates and/or processes
the data before delivering it to the backhaul network (if it
has access to the backhaul network) [29]. The placement of
the sink node will influence overall network performance and
sensor data availability). However, this assumption generally
does not apply to a RAAS network since each RAAS member
may transmit and receive data as long as any two RAAS
members are within their own communication ranges and
do not rely on the sinking device nodes to concentrate the
collected data, which makes the RAAS network highly flexible
and robust against unexpected communication outages in some
parts of the entire network.

2). A typical WSN relies on a single type of radio signals
for the actual data communication due to power saving or
coverage requirements, but RAAS may take advantage of mul-
tiple radio signals for different communication purposes. This
hybrid communication in the RAAS network will facilitate a
layered approach to data exchange, allowing the system to
adapt dynamically. Each RAAS member can prioritise and
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switch between various radio signals (even frequency chan-
nels) based on specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements
or the depth of information required.

3). WSNs typically handle telegraphic data, which consists
of small-sized, regularly transmitted data packets, often not
exceeding a few kilobytes. This nature of data is less demand-
ing in terms of bandwidth, allowing for efficient transmission
over limited bandwidth channels. In contrast, RAAS networks
manage a more complex data ecosystem. RAAS encompasses
a hybrid mix of data types, including audio sequences, multi-
media data, and telegraphic data. This diversity in data types
should be accommodated with the unique QoS requirements
associated with each type. Each member within an RAAS
network must consider these requirements and tailor their
data transmission strategies accordingly. Besides, optimising
these protocols involves adjusting to the bandwidth needs and
considering other QoS parameters such as jitter, error rates,
and reliability.

Realising RAAS networks promises to elevate the robust-
ness, efficiency of collaborative automation and real-time
data sharing among robots equipped with diverse sensory
capabilities. This shift optimises operational workflows and
significantly mitigates human exposure to hazardous envi-
ronments. As the mining industry continues to evolve, the
strategic deployment of RAAS networks will be crucial in
harnessing the full spectrum of benefits offered by advanced
robotic sensing and communication technologies. The next
section will analyse the critical challenges of realising a RAAS
network for underground missions.

IV. CHALLENGES OF REALISING RAAS IN
UNDERGROUND MINE SITES

A. Scalability

Enhancing the dynamic adaptability of IoT networks, which
include LoRa, Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT), and Bluetooth
technologies, requires specialised strategies that cater to the
specific properties of each communication protocol. In the
context of LoRa, dynamic power management and adaptive
data rate functions are critical to this adaptability. Dynamic
power management helps achieve an efficient balance between
energy use and dependable communication by modulating
the transmission power according to the distance between
nodes. Simultaneously, adaptive data rate features automati-
cally adjust transmission speeds to suit various communication
conditions effectively. Additionally, real-time network optimi-
sation algorithms and predictive maintenance techniques are
vital, continuously monitoring signal integrity, detecting inter-
ference, and anticipating maintenance requirements, thereby
enhancing the overall adaptability of LoRa networks.

The protocol design and communication bandwidth can
limit the scalability of the overall network. A scalable RAAS
network often involves heterogeneous devices with varying
capabilities and network conditions and is expected to adapt
its bit rate to accommodate these variations, which becomes
challenging as the number of devices increases. In a RAAS
network, each robot, equipped with multiple sensors, generates
significant data that needs to be communicated to other nodes

for processing and coordination. If the communication bit rate
is not sufficiently high, it becomes a bottleneck, restricting the
amount of data that can be transmitted at any given time and
thereby limiting the network’s ability to scale effectively. For
a (slotted) time-division communication system, The overall
throughput T for a network with n members can be approxi-
mated by [30],

T =
ptpsE[s]

E[t]
, (1)

where pt is the probability that at least one node transmits
in a given slot time, ps is the probability of a successful
transmission, given that there is at least one transmission, E[s]
is the average packet payload size and is the average time the
medium is occupied as a result of transmission. The variables
pt and ps can be expressed as [30],

pt = 1− (1− τ)n , (2)

ps =
nτ(1−τ)n−1

pt
, (3)

where τ is the probability that a specific node decides to
transmit in a given slot. Recalling Eqs. 2 and 3, it is clear
that the throughput T will decrease when n becomes large due
to the collision of each packets. Consequently, if the network
does not have a coordinated mechanism to manage multiple
access (like CSMA/CD used in Ethernet or CSMA/CA used
in Wi-Fi), the likelihood of data collision increases. When
a collision occurs, the transmitted data packets are typically
corrupted or lost and must be resent.

The impact of limited bit rate on scalability is further
exacerbated when the network includes a mix of devices with
different data transmission requirements. For example, some
robots might be equipped with high-definition cameras that
generate large volumes of multimedia data, while others might
only need to transmit smaller amounts of sensor data. Without
a sufficiently high bit rate, the network might struggle to
accommodate the high data demands of the multimedia-rich
devices while also efficiently servicing the lower data needs
of other devices.

B. Mobility

Taking the mobility of network members into consideration
of network design is important for resource management,
data routing, localisation, context-aware services, and network
planning. This proactive approach enhances the reliability,
responsiveness, and overall performance of the RAAS net-
work across diverse applications and environments, enabling
stakeholders to unlock the full potential of the network for
improved user experiences and operational efficiency.

Forming a robust wireless network for end devices with
random movement has always been a hot research topic
in networking and wireless communications, particularly for
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications [31], [32]. The Ad
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol is a pop-
ular routing protocol studied among various protocols in
the literature [33], [34]. The AODV protocol is a reactive
routing protocol used primarily in Mobile Ad hoc NETworks
(MANETs). Unlike proactive protocols that maintain routing
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information for every node in the network at all times, AODV
creates routes only when necessary. Features of this protocol
include [34]:

a) Route Recovery: When a node needs to send a packet
but lacks an existing route to the destination, it initiates
by broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) to its immediate
neighbors. This RREQ contains the destination and source
IP addresses, a unique broadcast ID, and the destination’s
last known sequence number to ensure route freshness. Upon
receiving the RREQ, Neighbouring nodes check if they’ve
previously processed this request, if they have a route to the
destination, or if they are the destination itself. If none of
these apply, they increment the hop count on the RREQ and
forward it. Should the RREQ reach the destination or a node
with a recent route to the destination, a Route Reply (RREP)
is generated and sent back to the source using the reverse path
established by the RREQ, during which each node updates its
routing table with the new route information.

b) Route Maintenance: Once a route is established, it is
maintained until a link failure is detected. If a node detects a
break in the link to the next hop on the route to the destination,
it generates a Route Error (RERR) message. This RERR is sent
to all upstream nodes reliant on the broken link, prompting
them to update their routing tables to remove any paths through
the failed link. If these nodes still require the route, they
may initiate a new route discovery process to establish an
alternative path.

The AODV protocol (and its variants) may offer advantages
when RAAS are deployed underground, primarily through
its on-demand route discovery and topology self-maintenance
nature [35]. However, directly implementing AODV in the
context of RAAS will lead to several major challenges. The
standard AODV protocol typically introduces a larger overhead
than typical WSN protocols. In power-constrained scenarios
such as RAAS, larger overhead leads to unnecessary power
consumption and eventually limits the operation time of the
individuals within the network. Besides, due to its route
discovery mechanism, the AODV protocol can face significant
performance issues in high-data applications, which increases
control traffic and network congestion. Thus, while AODV is
adaptable and beneficial in specific scenarios, its application
in resource-limited environments like RAAS requires careful
consideration and modifications to optimise the overall net-
work performance.

C. Communication Coverage

Although a RAAS network is expected to operate indepen-
dently when deployed underground, the strategic placement of
the access to backhaul is critical for achieving real-time data
collection. Generally, the maximum communication distance
is subject to the channel loss that is commonly given by [36],

L(d) = L0 + 10γ log10

(
d

d0

)
+Xσ , (4)

where L(d) is the path loss (in dB) as a function of the
distance, d, between a transmitter and a receiver, L0 is the
path loss at the reference distance, d0 (typically 1 meter),

γ is the path loss exponent, and Xσ is a Gaussian random
variable representing shadow fading, with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of σ. With Eq. 4, the maximum
communication distance, dm, can be obtained by solving the
equation for dm,

Pmin
r = Pt − L0 − 10γ log10

(
dm

d0

)
−Xσ , (5)

where Pmin
r is the minimum receiving power of the receiver,

Pt is the transmission power. The path loss can differ for
different mine sites and radio frequency signals. In [37], The
LoRa radio propagation at 915 MHz in an underground gold
mine demonstrates that LoRa technology provides excellent
propagation both with and without line of sight, benefiting
from waveguide effects inside the tunnels, which causes less
attenuation to LoRa signal transmission than free-space.

From Eq. 5, it seems straightforward that dm can be
increased by increasing the transmission power Pt. However, it
should be noted that simply increasing the transmission power
to enhance communication distances does not necessarily im-
prove overall network performance. This is because increasing
transmission power can lead to a higher level of interference
devices closer to the transmitter, especially in dense networks.
This higher interference can reduce the network’s capacity by
affecting the quality of other ongoing communications. The
relationship between the transmission power, interference, and
the channel capacity can be obtained by [36], [38],

C = B log2 ·(1 + S) , (6)

where C is the channel capacity in bits per second (bps), B
is the bandwidth of the signal in Hertz (Hz) and S is the
Signal-to-Interference-Noise Ratio (SINR) [36], [39],

S =
P ′
t

Pn + PI
, (7)

where P ′
t is the transmission power other than the transmission

power of the interfering device, Pn is the noise power, and
PI = Pt is the interference power. For spread-spectrum-based
signals such as LoRa, a strong interference will reduce the
SINR at any receivers within the network, leading to erroneous
packets and re-transmission.

The purpose of extending the network coverage is twofold.
First, employing mesh networking techniques effectively by-
passes limitations in direct sinking node connectivity, allowing
nodes to pass messages between each other and thereby
extending their operational range. This approach ensures that
even if only a subset of devices has backhaul access, the
network can still transmit data to the back-end at the ex-
pense of additional delays. This concept is exemplified in
underground mining operations in [28]. Second, extending
the network coverage with higher bandwidth will benefit the
overall performance more. High-bandwidth wireless networks
such as Wi-Fi can support over 100 Mbps1 but only within
a range of approximately 25 metres [40]. Extending the Wi-
Fi coverage to cover the whole underground site would be
ideal, but it would be subject to the infrastructural nature of
the mine sites. Conventional WSNs can be used to extend

1The IEEE 802.11ac standard is assumed.
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communication coverage at a lower bit rate. For example,
LoRa offers a robust physical layer framework for establishing
a LoRa WSN. Similar connectivity issues are evident in other
WSN technologies like NB-IoT.

D. Communication Latency

Minimising the communication latency is a important but
difficult challenge when realising RAAS. As discussed in the
previous subsection, extending the communication coverage
is usually at the price of adding additional latency to the
data transmission. WSNs are typically categorised as low-
bandwidth networks, compared to the state-of-the-art mobile
and Wi-Fi networks. LoRa, operating in sub-gigahertz bands,
limits its data rates to between 0.3 and 27 kbps [41]. Bluetooth,
evolving through various versions for improved speed and
range, allows for Basic Rate/Enhanced Data Rate up to 3 Mbps
[42]. However, we note that the above WSN technologies are
tailored for specific use cases: LoRa for low-data-rate, long-
distance applications and Bluetooth for short-range, high-data-
rate consumer electronics.

However, in the context of RAAS, robots carry sensors
generating telegraphic data and multimedia data obtained via
cameras. Transferring the multimedia data via conventional
WSNs will induce a large delay (For example, sending a
JPEG image of 1MB will lead to a latency of 4 seconds
from one Bluetooth device to another. The 4-second latency
is obtained by assuming the maximum bit rate (2 Mbps)
of Bluetooth communications without channel impairments).
Transmitting multimedia data over low-bandwidth networks
involves complex challenges such as interference leading to
quality degradation, which can be mitigated through effective
management strategies like controlling transmission power
and re-transmissions [43]. Efficient source coding/decoding
algorithms can be useful to reduce the bitrate requirement for
multimedia data [44]. Real-time routing protocols can be used
to address congestion and burst traffic, with techniques such as
adaptive traffic shaping and multi-path forwarding enhancing
Quality of Service [45]. Furthermore, multimedia applications,
particularly video streaming, produce variable bit-rate streams
that conflict with the constant-bit-rate channels of real-time
protocols, requiring integrated control of compression param-
eters and network bandwidth [46].

V. TECHNICAL OUTLOOK OF RAAS NETWORK DESIGN

Based on the discussion in the last section, it is clear
that the central to the functionality of these robots is the
communication capability, but the sensing and local data
process capabilities are also important to the RAAS network.
Fig. 2 demonstrates a possible architecture of RAAS network.

A. Integrated Sensing and Communication

Integrated Sensing and Communication (ISAC) is proposed
to be a core component of 5G-Advanced and 6G networks
[47]. ISAC proposes efficient spectrum use and cost-effective
hardware solutions to integrate communication and sensing

capabilities. As the ISAC technology advances, it introduces
the potential for these networks to perform dual roles, greatly
enhancing the functionality and efficiency of mobile commu-
nication systems.

The advantages of integrating ISAC into the RAAS network
is threefold. First, ISAC transforms IoT devices by enabling
them to “perceive and connect” [47]. This capability is crucial
for implementing RAAS networks as it allows for seamless
data sharing and decision-making. Distributed RAAS mem-
bers, through networked collaboration, improve environmental
sensing by decentralised transmission and processing. The
fusion of data from multiple sources mitigates sensing in-
accuracies and boosts the efficiency of distributed sensing.
Consequently, sensing tasks can be distributed effectively
among nodes, and integrating sensing with communication
facilitates a collective understanding of the environment.

Second, ISAC is pivotal in meeting the varied demands
of future network scenarios that will predominantly include
a range of devices such as sensors and robots [48]. These
devices depend on precise sensing and positioning data to
make informed decisions and manage operations intelligently.
ISAC overcomes the limitations of traditional wireless sen-
sor networks by merging sensing and communication into a
unified function, thus tightly linking the physical and digital
dimensions of network nodes. This integration addresses the
challenges of traditional networks that typically separate com-
munication and sensing processes.

Third, traditional IoT networks often follow a
“communication-after-sensing” model which can lead to
delays in data exchange and increased processing costs [49].
In contrast, ISAC-enabled devices are capable of “sensing-
with-communication,” which reduces both time delays and
processing costs. This makes ISAC particularly effective in
large-scale networks surpassing traditional sensor networks’
capabilities by integrating the physical and digital aspects of
IoT nodes more closely.

Significant progress has been made in the development of
ISAC, with the integration of sensing capabilities into cellular
networks becoming a definitive feature of 6G [48]. This allows
the networks to utilize dense cellular infrastructure to build
a perceptive network environment, improving both communi-
cation and sensing capabilities. Technological advancements
focus on optimizing ISAC signals and processing methods to
address the inherent trade-offs between sensing accuracy and
communication effectiveness [50].

However, challenges such as interference management and
signal optimisation remain. Current research efforts are di-
rected towards overcoming these hurdles to refine ISAC per-
formance further, ensuring it meets the stringent demands of
future wireless networks [51]. These efforts are critical in
moving towards fully integrated and efficient systems that
support the sophisticated applications anticipated in the 6G
era [52].

B. Edge Computing and Semantic Communications

In the context of RAAS networks, Edge Computing (EC)
can reduce communications costs by processing the collected
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Fig. 2. An illustration of one of the possible architectures of RAAS Networks. The illustration shows that an RAAS network effectively integrates multiple
RAAS members to perform specific tasks and share data crucial for operational success in challenging underground environments. For each RAAS member
within the network (e.g., RAAS Member i), it is capable of conducting multi-mode sensing and communications between neighbouring members and
dynamically controlling the progress of existing missions, which is particularly designed to operate within the complex and hazardous confines of an underground
mine.

TABLE I
INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN THE CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS.

Challenges Technical Solutions

Scalability - Integrated Sensing and Communication (ISAC) enhances the functionality and efficiency of mobile communication
systems, allowing dense cellular infrastructure to build a perceptive network environment.

Mobility - Advanced network protocols accommodate the movement of RAAS members.
- EC (EC) reduces latency and improves decision-making speed by processing data at the RAAS members.

Communication Coverage - Semantic Communications optimises bandwidth usage by focusing on the semantic meaning of transmitted data,
enhancing the relevance and efficiency of communications.

Communication Latency

- ISAC is used for its dual functionality, optimising spectrum and hardware resources and improving overall network
efficacy.
- EC local processing reduces transmission delays and conserves bandwidth by minimising data transfer.
- Semantic Communications ensure that only information with significant semantic value is communicated, optimizing
bandwidth and improving communication efficiency.

data before its transmission [53]. Data that needs to be
transmitted over long distances may be reduced due to local
processing. Additionally, edge computing optimises resource
utilisation and manages network traffic efficiently, preventing
congestion [54]. Techniques like optimised offloading also
contribute to bandwidth savings by balancing data process-
ing needs with network capabilities, ensuring efficient data
transmission and enhancing overall network performance.

In the context of RAAS networks, adopting EC has been
instrumental in enhancing the reliability and security of mine

data operations and eventually speeds up data processing and
fortifies privacy and security measures, which are critical in
mining operations [55]. Additionally, EC facilitates resource
optimisation in intelligent coal mining by addressing the
interaction demands of smart devices in underground settings,
thereby improving overall efficiency and revenue generation
[56]. Another groundbreaking application of EC in mining in-
volves predictive analysis of geological data. Leveraging deep
learning models, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks, combined with EC enhances the performance of
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mineral exploration by optimising the analysis of drilling data.
This leads to more accurate predictions and efficient resource
exploration, which are vital for the mining industry [57].

Semantic communication is a breakthrough beyond tradi-
tional communication paradigms, focusing on transmitting the
meaning (or semantics) of messages rather than the raw bit
strings. This approach enhances the efficiency and relevance
of communication by ensuring that the receiver understands
the intended meaning, leveraging techniques like artificial
intelligence for semantic extraction and encoding. Semantic
communication evaluates success based on the accuracy of
the meaning transmitted rather than traditional error rates
used in conventional systems [58]. In the context of the
RAAS network, semantic communications can be useful when
combined with EC. EC can support semantic communication
by facilitating faster semantic encoding and decoding through
local processing, which is essential for maintaining the se-
mantic integrity of the messages in dynamic environments
[59]. This approach prioritises context and semantic fidelity,
allowing redundant information to be omitted and reduce the
data payload. Techniques such as semantic transformations
introduce acceptable data loss at the bit level but preserve
the integrity of the meaning, thus conserving bandwidth.
Additionally, integrating EC for local semantic processing
minimises the volume of data transmitted over the network,
further enhancing bandwidth efficiency. Overall, semantic
communications optimise bandwidth use by ensuring that only
information with significant semantic value is communicated,
mirroring the efficiency of human communication, which
prioritises meaning over detailed syntactic accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the concept of Robot-As-A-
Sensor for advancing the efficiency and safety of underground
mining operations through a sophisticated network of robotic
sensors. We established the unique demands of deploying
RAAS systems to tackle challenges such as limited mobility,
communication coverage, and latency issues inherent to sub-
terranean environments. By integrating robotic systems with
WSNs, we demonstrated the potential to enhance operational
safety and efficiency, reduce risks, and significantly decrease
the need for human exposure in dangerous mining zones.
Furthermore, exploring potential solutions, including ISAC
and EC, highlights our forward-looking approach to embracing
future technological advancements. These technologies pave
the way for improved data processing speeds and reduced
latency, which are crucial for real-time decision-making in
critical mining operations. As we conclude, it is impera-
tive to recognise that developing RAAS systems requires
multidisciplinary inputs and innovations. Ongoing research
is encouraged to substantially improve how sensory data is
collected, processed, and utilised, thereby fostering safer and
more efficient underground mining practices. The future of
RAAS in underground mining evolves with the advent of
emerging technologies that offer significant enhancements in
communication and sensory accuracy. Continuous improve-
ments in this field will likely provide invaluable tools for

mining operators, potentially setting new standards in mining
operations and safety.
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